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Abstract
Fire spread between informal settlement dwellings (ISD) is a primary concern for large scale informal
settlements conflagrations. Globally, approximately one billion people live in informal settlements and
are exposed to these fires. This paper presents a fire spread experiment between two dwellings, built
with ISO 9705 dimension as an approximation of an ISD and separated by 1 m. The fire development
and fire spread mechanisms within and between the ISDs are investigated and benchmarked against
an independent single dwelling experiment with identical boundary conditions. Parameters, such as
mass loss rate of fuel, total heat release rate, gas temperatures, wall and roof temperatures, and gas
velocity at the openings were measured, as well as external incident heat fluxes. A comparison between
the single and double dwelling experimental results are made. It was established that the existence of
the adjacent dwelling, which changes the dynamics of initial burning stage of the wood cribs in
dwelling, delayed the flashover of the burning dwelling by more than 150 seconds (Dwelling 1). The
fire spread from dwelling to dwelling that is perpendicular to the plane of the openings is hypothetically
concerned with wall collapse or large flame ejections from the burning cardboard linings, rather than
the radiation from the heated metal wall, with recorded fluxes of 35, 20, and 5 kW/m2, respectively.
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Due to the very thin-walls with high conductivity and natural leakage in ISDs, current theories for
temperatures, heat release rates, flame shapes, and flashover conditions, based on thermally thickwalled dwellings, do not replicate the data well. A new fire spread model between dwellings, based on
accumulated energy, is proposed in this work and conservatively under-predicts the time to ignition
by 9% for this experiment.
Keywords: fire spread; informal settlement; double dwellings; enclosure fire
1. Introduction
Informal settlements are defined as settlements with little or no legal status and no official planning
remit [1] and the number of people living in these urban environments is still increasing.
Characteristics of informal settlements include: 1) inhabitants lack security of tenure to the land or
dwellings they inhabit, with modalities ranging from squatting to informal rental housing; 2) the
neighborhoods usually lack, or are cut off from, basic services and city infrastructure; and 3) the
housing may not comply with current planning and building regulations, and is often situated in
geographically and environmentally hazardous areas [2]. These settlements are at high risk of large
fires due to relatively poor fire protection and management, high settlement densities, and extensively
distributed combustible materials [3, 4]. For example, in recent years informal settlement fires have
occurred frequently in Cape Town, South Africa, where a total of 2000 fires occurred in informal
settlements in 2016-2017, resulting in 5900 dwellings damaged and 142 dead [5], and in Dhaka,
Bangladesh, on 16th August 2019 thousands of homes were destroyed in a single fire leaving as many
as 50,000 people homeless [6]. These large scale fires occur primarily in low- and middle- income
countries [7]. Affected informal settlement residents are typically uninsured and lack social support
structures thus presenting as not only a significant fire protection problem but also a global social
problem.
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Rapid building-to-building fire spread has been found to play a key role in large fires [8]. Mechanisms
such as thermal radiation, fire-induced flame and firebrands have been investigated by developing
physically-based models or experimental simulations in previous urban or post-earthquake fire studies
[9, 10]. The empirical urban fire spread model of wind velocity and building-to-building distance was
first developed based on data from post-earthquake fires [11, 12], in which the rate coefficients were
derived from the investigative report of urban fire incidents. Then Himoto and Tanaka developed a
physics-based model which considers different factors of fire spread [9, 13], thus both the building fire
model and the thermal environment model. It should be noted that the building fire model was based
on a single zone method, and for fire spread between buildings, thermal radiation and fire-induced
plumes are considered whilst fire brands were ignored. Zhao [14] developed an integrated software
system GisFFE which includes an urban geo-database, a model library, a simulation center and outputs
to predict post-earthquake fires. In the fire simulation, the urban fire spread model developed in [9]
was employed as the core part of the software. Meanwhile, Lee and Davidson [15] implemented a
simplified structural heating model [16] to assess the fire spread mechanism which seems to work well
in practice. More recently, physical models for fire spread analysis based on Geographic Information
System (GIS) or Fire Dynamic Simulator (FDS) are being developed for informal settlement fires [17,
18]. The recognition and characteristics of informal settlement fire have been established.
However, previous urban fire spread research primarily focused on theoretical or statistical data. Fullscale experiments of fire spread between dwellings are still very limited. Single formal dwellings have
been extensively investigated experimentally [19-21], but this does not represent informal settlements
very well, especially the fire spread characteristic between informal settlement dwellings. Initial
outdoor fire spread experiments [22, 23] have started to inform this knowledge gap looking at the
spread phenomenon, however, as the experiments were conducted outdoors, the boundary conditions
were not controlled, with, for example, the influence of wind magnitude and direction being implicit
within those findings.
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Therefore, real-scale laboratory experiments of fire spread between informal settlement dwellings are
imperative to understand how fire spreads and which mechanism is dominant. Spread mechanisms
could include: leakages at the wall/roof connection; flames ejected from windows and doors; radiation
from the metal walls at high temperature; structural collapse; and firebrands. The experimental data
collected could potentially enhance the accuracy of informal settlement fire risk assessments through
providing fundamental knowledge to refine numerical and theoretical modelling of fire spread between
informal settlement dwellings. However, under laboratory conditions, only single informal dwellings
were tested by the authors [24], which still cannot fully describe the fire spread mechanism between
dwellings.
This paper presents a two-dwelling full-scale fire experiment, with thermally thin and leaky (e.g. flute
openings) metal walls (lined with cardboard in one dwelling), and is designed to simulate real informal
settlement dwellings under strictly controlled conditions below a large hood calorimeter. This has been
the one and only full-scale experiment of fire spread between two informal settlement dwellings in
laboratory conditions to date. Parameters such as, mass loss rate of fuel, total heat release rate, gas
temperatures, wall and roof temperatures, gas velocity at the openings, and external incident heat
fluxes were all recorded. Another single-dwelling experiment [24], used as a baseline experiment in
our series of full-scale experiments (a total of 13 experiments), is also presented for comparison, and
specific comparisons are also made to an outdoor fire spread experiment with a similar separation
distance and structural dimensions (although different opening locations).
2. Experimental
As shown in Fig. 1(a), two informal dwellings, i.e. Dwellings 1 and 2, with an ISO 9705 dimension of
3.6 m × 2.4 m × 2.4 m, were built opening to opening with a 1.0 m separation distance. It should be
noted that from the recent survey carried out by the authors, which included around 1000 informal
dwellings in Cape Town, South Africa, it was established that the dimensions of the informal
settlement dwelling are highly variable, thus no typical dimension can be used for a full-scale
4

experimental research. The ISO 9705 dimension is selected so that the results can be compared to
previous research.
Galvanized steel sheets with a thickness of 0.51 mm, flute height of 22 mm and pitch of 70 mm were
employed as the four sidewalls and roof and were attached to a timber frame with a section of 0.038 ×
0.089 m. Cement boards with a thickness of 8 mm were laid on the floor. Openings for a door and a
window, with internal dimensions of 2.0 m (height) × 0.8 m (width) and 0.6 m × 0.6 m respectively,
were made on the front long wall of each dwelling and mirrored each other (i.e. door to door and
window to window). This was to ease fire spread and to simulate a worst case scenario for spread.
Experiments with different ventilation locations were conducted by the authors as part of this
experimental series and will be presented in future work. Neither glass nor door was installed in the
two openings, thus each dwelling had an opening factor is 0.056 m1/2 inducing a ventilation controlled
fire after flashover.
In Dwelling 1 (manual ignition dwelling), there were no lining materials, while 4.8 mm thick
corrugated cardboard lined the four side walls in Dwelling 2. Dwelling 1 was identical to the Baseline
single dwelling experiment [24], i.e. unlined, so as to act as much as possible in a predictable and
controlled manner. Dwelling 2 was lined with cardboard to simulate the reality of informal settlement
dwellings where cardboard or other combustible sheet materials (e.g. linoleum, wood, plastic,
cardboard) is used as thermal insulation and draft proofing. Two wood cribs were placed in each
dwelling at a specific location as shown in Fig. 1(a). Each crib consisted of 7 layers of 10 sticks with
a dimension of 0.038 × 0.064 × 1.219 m3 and a density of 540 kg/m3. The sticks were stacked with the
short edge of the cross-section being horizontal. Assuming a heat of combustion of timber of 17.5
MJ/kg [20], the fuel load in this work is approximately 437.5 MJ/m2, which is very close to the average
fuel load (410±140 MJ/m2) of informal dwellings from dozens of dwellings surveyed in South Africa
[25]. Scales, with a dimension of 1.0 m × 1.0 m, were placed under each wood crib to measure the
mass loss rate of the fuel with 0.1 kg precision. Ignition started in Dwelling 1, using 8 small plastic
5

bags (approximately 120 mm×80 mm) of gasoline-87 soaked mop head strips placed at each bottom
corner of cribs. It should be noted that the experimental condition of the baseline single dwelling [24]
is completely identical to Dwelling 1.
Wood cribs were chosen for four reasons: 1) Whilst it is known that there is high variance in the fuel
load and fuel type in informal settlement dwellings, wood cribs present a repeatable and stable fuel
source. This allows for many comparisons between tests in this series and with other literature; 2)
Wood cribs simplify the fuel representation allowing: a) a disassociation of the burning of the fuel
from the changing compartment dynamics (i.e. increased ventilation as walls warp); and b) easier
modelling of the fuel in CFD software. The dynamics of the compartment, therefore, can be more
easily understood before increasing the complexity in fuel type and location; 3) A “representative”
fuel load experiment was previously conducted in Stellenbosch, South Africa [25], where a
combination of cellulosic, and solid and liquid hydrocarbons (i.e. mattresses, paraffin bottles etc.),
were distributed within an informal settlement dwelling fire experiment (average fuel load of 321
MJ/m2) to mimic an actual home. The quantitative change in response to this representative fuel load
compared to wood cribs, was a significantly decreased time to flashover and a slightly increased
temperature profile, whilst qualitatively the smoke was blacker with the addition of hydrocarbons.
However, the degree to which the fuel arrangement versus the fuel type impacts the development of
the fire is hard to determine; and 4) The main purpose of this series of experiments was to understand
the internal and external compartment dynamics with respect to fire spread between dwellings. In
future research, the influence of the fuel type and arrangement can be more fully explored.
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(a) The dimension of the dwellings

(b) The instruments distribution (TC: thermocouple; TSC: Thin Skin Calorimeter; FP: Flow Probe)
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(c) The height of the instruments (FD 1-6 corresponds to the same locations of TC 1-6 at the door in
Dwelling 1; TSC above only placed at Dwelling 2; QFD 1-3 corresponds to the same locations of TC
4-6 at the door in Dwelling 2)
Fig. 1. The experimental setup.
The specific distribution and name of instruments are demonstrated in Figs. 1(b) and (c). To distinguish
between the measurement instruments, they are labeled using directional annotation (N, E, S, W). ‘Q’
denotes Dwelling 2 instrumentation and the lower the number in the instrument tree, the lower the
height of the instrumentation.
Inside both dwellings, six thermocouple (TC) trees, each with 10 × 1 mm Ø tipped Inconel sheathed
thermocouples, were fixed at the corners (25 cm from each wall) and the centerline of the long wall.
On each wall without an opening, three TCs were attached externally at heights of 0.4, 1.2 and 2.0 m
using high-temperature cement and aluminum foil tape; three additional TCs measured the roof
temperatures. Six flow probes (FD 1-6) were placed at the same locations as TC 1-6 in the door of
Dwelling 1 and three flow probes (QFD 1-3) at the same locations as TC 4-6 in the door of Dwelling
2, as illustrated in Fig. 1(c). Two scales (61 cm away from short wall) were placed in each dwelling
under the wood crib: one near the door, the other near the window.
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Outside the dwellings, in-house Thin Skin Calorimeters (TSC) [26] were used to measure the incident
heat flux: four at the two sides of the alleyway (1.6 and 2.5 m high); three close to the north wall of
Dwelling 1; two at the top right corner (north corner) of Dwelling 2’s door and 0.5 m below that; one
at the upper left corner (south corner) of Dwelling 2’s window. To avoid errors caused by convection,
the TSCs were placed some distance away from the burning dwelling, Overall, the measurement error
range established during the calibration process is the order of ±5 kW/m-2 defined by [27].
In Dwelling 1, three gas analyzers were set at three different locations to measure the O2/CO2
concentrations with two analyzers inside and one outside the dwelling: the inner analyzers were set at
10 cm below the roof at the back and front left corners (window side); the external analyzer was set
10 cm below the window top edge. These locations were selected to enable an understanding of the
combustion efficiency at three different locations.
The photographs of the dwellings, as shown in Fig. 2, emphasize the inside wall and leakage conditions.

(a) Dwelling 1, without lining material

(b) Dwelling 2, with lining material
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(c) The leakages at the top part of both dwellings.
Fig. 2. The condition of lining and leakage of the dwellings.
The experimental burning process was recorded by three digital cameras using 50 frames per second.
The experimental setup (i.e. both dwellings) was placed under a 10 MW large fire calorimeter hood
(7.6 m off the floor, 7.6 m diameter hood inlet) in UL laboratory (Chicago, USA) for the measurement
of the total heat release rate (HRR).
3. Experimental results
The experimental condition of Dwelling 1 in the double dwelling experiment is completely identical
to that of the Baseline experiment as presented in the authors previous work [24]. The whole burning
process of the Baseline experiment lasted 1049 s with flashover occurring at 355 s after ignition. A
partial section of the front wall fell down at 975 s and the whole dwelling collapsed at 1049 s, indicating
the end of the Baseline experiment. A maximum HRR of 4.3 MW was measured from the caloimetery
hood and an internal temperature of 990 °C was recorded. This is inline with other experiments
conducted both in indoor and outdoor conditions [22-24].
For the double dwelling experiment, the cribs in Dwelling 1 were ignited manually in the same manner
as for the Baseline experiment and the ignition time was defined as the start time (0 s). The fire
developed and spread naturally and was extinguished when the temperature within the extract duct
exceeded the safety limit of the equipment. The burning lasted for 1040 s, i.e. from the ignition of
Dwelling 1 to extinguishment. As shown in Fig. 3(a), before 614 s, only Dwelling 1 was burning, and
after that Dwelling 2 was ignited, resulting in two dwellings burning at the same time. Ignition of
Dwelling 2 occurred to the cardboard covering the top of the wooden door frame. The flame emerged
out of the openings on three occasions: 1. Dwelling 1 due to the wood cribs at 514 s; 2. Dwelling 2 at
850 s due to the cardboard lining; and 3. Dwelling 2 at 883 s again due to the wood crib. This “double
flashover” of the second dwelling has been seen in other experiments [22, 24], and follows a similar
10

pattern as seen in other experiments conducted outdoors [23], however with siginifcantly different
timings due to the influence of wind and slightly differeing experimental condtions. For instance the
time to first flame ejection from igniter dwelling and target dwelling in Experiment 1 of [23] was
approximately 200 seconds, and 462 seconds respectively. (Note: Experiment 1 of [23] consisted of
very similar structure size and fuel arrangement, and a separation distance of 1 m as in the experiments
presented herein, however the spread condition was opening to wall in windy condition, compared to
opening to opening in laboratory conditions).
The maximum HRR for Dwelling 1 as calculated from the calorimetry hood is around 4.0 MW, while
for both dwellings it reached as high as 9.3 MW as a result of the cardboard lining burning in Dwelling
2 coinciding with the continuous wood crib burning in Dwelling 1. This is comparable to both the
Baseline experiment and Experiment 1 (see figure 9 of cicione et al [23] – and note the measurement
using mass loss scales compared to the use of calorimetry hood in present work)
The flashover time is very different between the Baseline experiment and the double dwelling
experiment, which will be explained in detail in the following sections. Thus, as shown in Fig. 3(b),
the whole burning process is divided into two stages: Stage 1-Dwelling 1 burning (0-614 s); Stage 2combined burning of Dwellings 1 and 2 (614 s- extinguishment). The HRR of the Baseline experiment,
as measured by the hood calorimetry, is also included for comparison. The specific discussion and
comparison are demonstrated in the following sections.
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Flameout Dwelling 1, 514 s

Ignition Dwelling 2, 614 s Cardboard flame out, 850 s

Both dwelling flashover caused by the wood crib, 916 s

The collapse of the sidewall, 1026 s

(a) The burning process
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Large ejected flame, 854 s

(b) A comparison of HRR measured by hood calorimetry between the baseline and the double
dwelling experiments
Fig. 3. The whole burning process.
3.1 Stage 1-Fire development in Dwelling 1
In this work, flashover is defined as sudden propagation of flame out of the compartment [28]. This
first appeared at 514 s at top edge leakage of the front wall rather than the window/door (1 second
later). At the flashover moment, the maximum internal gas temperature was 480 °C at the MF TC7
(300 mm below the ceiling), significantly lower than the temperature of 600 °C observed in most
research [29]. The leakage around the ceiling may play a key role in the relatively low temperature
before flashover in the experiment. After 100 s, the ejected flame ignited Dwelling 2, thus only fire
development within 0-614 s of Dwelling 1 is discussed. At the post-flashover stage, the maximum
HRR is 4.6 MW at 613 s, larger than 4.1 MW calculated from [28]:

Max HRR =m × Qw =0.09 Av H v Qw

(1)

where Qw is the combustion heat of wood, assumed as 17.5 MJ/kg [20]; 𝑚𝑚̇ is the mass loss rate of the
crib (g/s). The difference is assumed to be due to the ignored ventilation caused by leakage in

theoretical calculation (leakages shown in Fig. 2(c)). The maximum temperature during the whole
burning process, 953 °C, also occurred at MF. The theoretical maximum temperature, estimated by
Law’s method [30, 31]:
Tmax =

6000(1 − e −0.1Ω )
Ω

Ω=

AT -AV
AV HV

(2)

(3)

where Tmax is the maximum gas layer temperature; AT is the total area of the compartment internal
surfaces; AV is the opening areas (discounting the leakage caused by construction of the dwellings);
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HV is the weighted height of the ventilation [16]. The estimation is 1189 °C which is larger than the
measured temperature as the above equations are deduced from dwellings with thermally thick walls.
The heat loss from the metal walls and leakage both contribute to this lower observed maximum
temperature.
Using the MQH method [32, 33], which takes the thermal resistance of the enclosure into account, to
estimate the gas layer temperature results in a maximum temperature rise of around 105 °C;
significantly lower than the experimental smoke layer temperature. This is due to the heat transfer
coefficient (hk) used in the MQH method being too high for thermally-thin compartments, as in this
work (0.51 mm thickness and heat conductivity 0.050 kW/m·K) [34]:
hk =

k
δ

(4)

where k is the thermal conductivity and δ is the boundary thickness.
For Law’s method, if the leakage generated from the shape of galvanized steel sheets and its connection
condition with the timber frame at the top edge of the dwelling is included, an additional ventilation
area of 0.15 m2 should be included. When this leakage is considered, the theoretical predictions of Max
HRR and Tmax are 4.2 MW and 1204 °C respectively; closer to the measured results but still with errors
of 7% and 26%, respectively. Thus, equations generated from thermally thick boundary compartment
experiments are reasonable for the prediction of maximum HRR but significantly overestimate the
temperature.
The fire dynamics of Dwelling 1 includes the development of the smoke layer, the roof and wall
temperatures, changes in gas concentrations, and fuel mass loss rates. As shown in Fig. 4(a), the
temperature profiles at left front and right back corner clearly show that the smoke layer was half the
dwelling height (1.2 m – see Fig. 1(c) for TC heights) both at the front or back side after flashover.
This is very similar to the Baseline experiment but significantly higher than the experiments with no
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leakage (BL-NL) and highly insulated walls (BL+HI), where the smoke layer was between 0.6-0.9 m
as presented in the authors' previous research [24]. It suggests that leakages from the dwelling
significantly increases the smoke layer height. The highest temperature at each tree are compared (TC
7 or TC 10 normally), with the MF tree presenting the highest temperature in the dwelling, as shown
in Fig. 4(a), which is consistent with the Baseline experiment [24]. This is reasonable and expected as
the front of the compartment had more oxygen entrained which induced a more complete combustion
and thus higher temperatures. The burning rate of a solid may increase linearly with oxygen
concentration when the concentration is below 21% if the heat transferred from the flame is assumed
to be constant [28]. The oxygen concentration in the burning compartment was normally below 21%,
thus, higher temperatures occurred near the opening.
To confirm the above assumption, the O2 and CO2 concentrations are presented in Fig. 4(b). It can be
seen that the concentrations changed significantly when flashover occurred. In particular, for the upper
front corner, the O2 concentration decreased at the same moment as flashover, indicating the burning
was occurring more completely at this region where the flame was prone spreading out. All three gas
analyser were positioned in the upper smoke layer, resulting in the low oxygen concentration. It should
be noted that the back corner had higher oxygen concentrations compared to the front corner. At the
back of the compartment, the combustion efficiency was much lower and expected to leave some
unburnt oxygen. At the opening side of the structure, there is much better ventilation and soot is being
pushed away through the openings, therefore, the combustion efficiency is much higher and all the
oxygen is burned and goes to almost zero during flashover. Comparing Figure 10a) in Wang et al. [24]
with Fig 4b) back corner in this work, we found very smilar trends in O2 and CO2 concentrations, albeit
with slightly lower O2 and higher CO2 concentrations at time of flashover in Dwelling 1 compared to
the Baseline. The change from being a more O2 rich compared to CO2 rich internal environment
happens approximately one minute later than in the Baseline experiment. This, as explained later, is
believed to be due to the restricted airflow caused by Dwelling 2.
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Fig. 4. The fire dynamic of Dwelling 1.
Selected roof and wall temperatures, the mass loss of the fuel and the gas velocity at the top of the
door are shown in Fig. 4(c). It was found that the roof sheeting temperature reached around 700 °C
(higher than Baseline of 550 °C) with the sidewall reaching 500 °C (similar to Baseline), consistent
with the vertical gas temperature gradient. The maximum outflow velocity was around 2.5 m/s, similar
to the Baseline experiment (2.1 m/s) but significantly smaller than a normal compartment fire with
thermal thick walls [21]. This is assumed to be due to the leakage effects of both the fluting of the
sheets, but also changing leakage as the sheets expand and warp slightly (note the dark vertical lines
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at the lapping joints of the flutes in Fig. 3(a) 1026 s Dwelling 1 (right hand dwelling). The outflow
velocity pre-flashover seen in Dwelling 1 is less than seen in the Baseline experiment at approximately
0.60 m/s (between 100-300 seconds) and 0.75 m/s (between 100-250 seconds), respectively.
Both flashover and the collapse of the sidewalls, a typical occurrence for informal settlement dwelling
fires, have a significant influence on the fire dynamics [22, 24]: before flashover, the fire is fuel
controlled; after flashover and into steady burning, the fire is ventilation controlled; and when the
sidewall collapsed, the dynamics changed to a fuel controlled burning again (in these experiments
opening factor changed from 0.056 m1/2 to 1.53 m1/2), and as a result, a significant decrease in gas
temperatures and gas velocities were recorded, as shown in Fig. 4(a) and (c). The maximum HRR and
temperature post-flashover of Dwelling 1 are very similar to the Baseline experiment. However, the
time to flashover in Dwelling 1 is significantly longer than in the Baseline experiment, as shown in
Fig. 3(b). This is discussed further in Section 4.
3.2 Stage 2-Ignition and combined burning
3.2.1 Ignition of Dwelling 2
Radiation, flame impingement, and firebrands are all potential mechanisms of fire spread to adjacent
dwellings and thus need to be investigated. Fire brand data was not collected during these experiments
and so only radiation and flame impingement will be analyzed.
The radiation from the heated side wall was measured at three distances. TSC_S_1 measured radiation
at 0.05 m away from the north wall of Dwelling 1; the maximum incident heat flux was 5.3 kW/m2,
and only lasted for approximately 13 s, remaining below 5 kW/m2 all other times, as shown in Fig. 5.
At 0.5 and 1.0 m away, the values were always below 5.0 kW/m2. Therefore, radiation alone from the
metal wall is not large enough to ignite any combustible materials in an informal settlement whose
minimum critical heat flux (CHF) is 6-7 kW/m2 [4, 35]. However, it could play a secondry role in pre-
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heating the walls of Dwelling 2 and help in sustaining the fire, once it is spread from the dwelling of
origin.
However, it should be noted that once the wall collapses, the ventilation changes dramatically in a
similar manner to glass fallout during fire [36]. It can be clearly seen in the measurement of
AL_TSC_S2 (a TSC placed in line with the alley way between the dwellings at 2.5 m off the ground),
before the wall collapsed, the HF remained below 10 kW/m2, but the magnitude suddenly increased to
35 kW/m2 when the south wall fell down. This could ignite all the materials surrounding the dwelling
in a real situation as per the CHF database of materials in an informal settlement, such as tyres (CHF
of 7-8 kW/m2), timber structures (11-12 kW/m2) and hanging clothing (11-19 kW/m2) [4, 37].

Fig. 5. The incident heat flux.
Furthermore, the ejected flame caused by the cardboard flashover, increases the HF to 20 kW/m2 at
2.5 m away from the dwelling (similar to values found in Fig 14b at 8 minutes RW top TSC for
Experiment 1 in [23]), thus also increasing the fire spread possibility to both the north and south, as
shown in Fig. 5. Thus, fire spread in the north-south directions in this experiment, structural collapse
19

of the walls and/or the ejected flame caused by lining materials may cause ignitions, and thus fire
spread, to other dwellings. From a narrow camera angle through the door looking at the crib nearest
the window, it was observed that prior to the “cardboard flashover”, the wood cribs in Dwelling 2 were
not ignited, however afterwards the top layers of the cribs were burning (camera angles too narrow to
confidently quantify how many layers) as previously observed [24]. Thus, whilst the sudden release
of energy from the cardboard is sufficient to ignite the wood cribs, more time was required for the
cribs to reach their peak HRR and for the compartment to exhibit the classical concept of flashover of
near-simultaneous ignition of most of the directly exposed combustible material within the
compartment.
As stated above, ignition was not possible from heated metal sheets alone, and only after flashover of
Dwelling 1 did Dwelling 2 ignite. Therefore the ejected flames from Dwelling 1 are the potential fire
spread mechanisms now in focus. Figure 6, shows the horizontal window/door ejected flame lengths
of the two dwellings recorded in the east-west direction (in Fig 1(b)), and also the flame length of
Baseline experiment for comparison. It was established that the maximum projected flame length of
Dwelling 1 is 1.14 m which occurred at 614 s; larger than the 0.85 m observed in the Baseline
experiment. This may be caused by the adjacent dwelling affecting the flame and plume from the
burning dwelling; these experiments will be modelled in FDS to validate the assumption. It should
also be noted that the flame was prone to tilt upwards thus did not consistently impinge on Dwelling
2 (the effect of hood extraction between Baseline and two dwelling experiment are assumed the same).
Thus, sometimes the flame is larger than the 1 m (separation distance between the two dwellings), as
the flame titled above the opposing dwelling.
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Fig. 6. Horizontal flame length of two dwellings.
Still considering the flame ejected from Dwelling 1, a physics-based method can be used to predict
flame length. The wall above the opening influences whether the flame would project away from the
front wall or stay close to it. To determine how the wall above the window influences the flame
dynamics, firstly the flame height z (m) is calculated [16]:
R
z 12.8( ) 2 3 − h
=
w

h=

Aw hw + Ad hd
Aw +Ad

=
w ww + wd
R=

(5)

(6)

(7)

M
τ

(8)

where R is the average rate of the burning, which is obtained from the experiment, found using M, the
mass of the burnt wood fuel of Dwelling 1 in the experiment (130.2 kg) and τ is the burning time (1040
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s); Ad and Aw are door and window areas; hw, hd, ww and wd are height and width of window and door,
respectively. The leakage areas are not included in these opening parameters since these empirical
formulae were deduced from normal dwellings (i.e. dwellings with no leakages). Using Eq. 4 through
to 7, the flame height is calculated as 0.8 m. The height of the wall above the opening in our experiment
is 0.4 m, which is 0.5 z, which is less than the limit of 2/3z=0.53 m, indicating that the flame will not
attach to the wall [16]. This is consistent with the experimental observations that the ejected flame did
not attach the the wall, confirming the assumption of no-wall above the opening.
Then, the horizontal length, L (m), of the flame along its centreline (axis) from the opening can be
approximated using values of z and h (the weight of opening height) from Eqs. (5) and (6) [16]:
z
=
L 0.6h( )1 3 + h 3
h

(9)

However, Eq. (9) predicts a horizontal flame length L of 1.39 m, significantly larger than the maximum
flame length measured in Baseline and double dwelling experiments. The leakage from construction
and the deformation of the heated metal panels release the inside pressure and reduce gas outflow (as
observed in Figs. 2 and 3) as compared to well-sealed compartments, resulting in a shorter projected
flame length. This has practical implications in the application and understanding of safe sepertion
distances in informal settlements, where conventional equations may overestimate this key parameter.
After the initial flame ejections of Dwelling 1, the cardboard, timber frame or wood cribs of Dwelling
2 could potentially be ignited. Eventually, in this experiment, the cardboard at the top edge of the door
was ignited at 614 s by the radiation from the flame, which coincides with the occurrence moment of
the maximum projected flame length of Dwelling 1, as shown in Fig. 6. The incident heat flux at the
door at the same time and height of ignition (TSC_D_2 in Fig. 5) was 17 kW/m2, larger than the CHF
of cardboard of 11-12 kW/m2 [4, 35], and a gas temperature of 350 °C, 20 cm below the frame at the
top of the door. The incident heat flux was transient at the door top (TSC_D_2 in Fig. 5) but exceeded
the CHF of both cardboard and structure framing timber from 530 s (14 kW/m2), causing ignition 84
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s later. It is reasonable as both the cardboard and structural framing timber need time for energy
accumulation and temperature increase, as observed in the authors’ cone tests, where ignition time for
5 mm thick cardboard was 153 s at 15 kW/m2, while for the structural framing timber the time to
ignition was 802 s at 15 kW/m2 [4, 35]. This phenomenon indicates that the assumption for the ignition
of the adjacent dwelling by incident HF>CHF may not be accurate [9], and could result in big errors
for urban fire spread prediction [37]. This highlights the importance of using of accumulated flux
methods to indicate ignition of materials around an alight dwelling
Due to smaller ejected flames from the window, the cardboard at the window top frame was ignited
around 100 s later (713 s) at a heat flux of 14 kW/m2, with 167 seconds above 11kW/m2, starting at
546 s, before ignition.
It should be noted that after the cardboard of Dwelling 2 was ignited, the TSCs on the window and
door, TSC_W and TSC_D, were now in direct contact with flames, thus the collected data after ignition
are not shown in Fig. 5. It should also be noted that the fluxes seen at the door and window for Dwelling
2 are comparable to those found in Experiment 1 (namely Figure 14a) [23] for the fully developed
stage being established in Dwelling 1.
3.2.2 Fire development of Dwelling 2
After the ignition of Dwelling 2, the HRR measured by the hood is the combined burning of the two
dwellings, which as expected is larger than the Baseline experiment, as shown in Fig. 3(b). In particular,
after flashover caused by the cardboard of Dwelling 2, the total HRR varied in the range of 6.0-9.3
MW, approximately twice of the single dwelling (around 4.0 MW). To present the fire dynamics of
Dwelling 2, like Dwelling 1, the temperatures of LF and RB trees are illustrated in Fig. 7 (a). It can be
seen that the inside air temperature remained close to ambient temperature until the flame ejected out
from Dwelling 1. When flashover of the cardboard occurred, the inside gas temperature was around
200 °C, and reached as high as 700 ºC during the quick burning of the cardboard. It should be noted
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that there was no large temperature gradient in either the vertical or horizontal direction as the
cardboard was uniformly distributed on all four sidewalls. Fig. 7(b) presents the temperature
distribution at different heights of dwelling at 860 s (post-flashover of cardboard), and confirms the
uniform inside temperature. Afterwards, when the gas cooled to 600 °C, a normal flashover indication
temperature, flashover occurred a second time caused by the burning of the wood cribs. The
temperature gradient along the height at post flashover stage (wood crib) is significant as shown in Fig.
7(b). Overall, it took 269 s in total from ignition of Dwelling 2 to flashover of the wood crib, almost
the half time of 514 s in Dwelling 1. This is due to Dwelling 2 being preheated by Dwelling 1 before
its ignition, and due to the combustible lining materials.
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Fig. 7. The temperature history and distribution of Dwelling 2 after ignition.
It is observed that the wood cribs of Dwelling 2 were not ignited by the lining materials until after the
cardboard flashover occurred at 850 s. For the ejected flame, the cardboard quickly burnt out within
15 s with the flame height of around 3.0 m above the door and flame length of 1.27 m, resulting in the
maximum HRR of 9.3 MW. Going through Eq. (5)-(8), we can determine that the z for the burning of
the cardboard in the dwelling is around 100 m that is unreasonable, indicating that the equations cannot
predict the ejected flame caused by lining materials which burnt out in very short time.
After the flashover from the wood cribs at 883 s, the maximum flame length was 1.17 m, which is
almost the same as the 1.14 m measured from Dwelling 1, while larger than all the single dwelling
experiments with a maximum flame length of 1.0 m after leakage sealed [24]. This confirms that the
alleyway increases the length of the flame.
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The gas velocity at the door is presented in Fig. 8, in which the flow probes locations corresponded to
the top 3 TCs at the door (Fig. 1(c)). It can be seen that before flashover of Dwelling 1 (514 s), there
was almost no air velocity variance, indicating the burning compartment at pre-flashover stage does
not affect the flow in the adjacent dwellings. However, after flashover of Dwelling 1, the velocity was
negative for around 100 s, as hot gases started to flow into Dwelling 2 due to the fire plume from an
adjacent dwelling. The situation changes slightly when the Dwelling 2 was ignited at 614 s where the
flame near to the flow probe, followed by a significant increase in gas velocity to as high as +3 m/s
(towards outside) when both flashovers occurred. The maximum velocity magnitude was similar to
the single dwelling experiment with cardboard lining [24].

Fig. 8. The gas velocity variance at the door of Dwelling 2.

4. Discussions
4.1 Delay in flashover
Compared to the Baseline experiment [24], the delay of flashover for Dwelling 1 (159 s) is significant.
The flow probe at the bottom part of the door in Dwelling 1 was broken, thus it is difficult to compare
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this value. However, the window flow probe data clearly indicates a constant air outflow at the window
during the pre-flashover stage, thus the door is the only location for air entrainment for burning; this
was also observed in Baseline experiment.
In each dwelling, there were two wood cribs and the mass of each crib was measured by one scale:
one scale near to the door (Scale (door)) and one scale near to the window (Scale (window)), as shown
in Fig. 1(b). The Baseline single dwelling is identical to the Dwelling 1 situation. From the mass loss
rates of the two cribs, as shown in Fig. 9, adding an adjacent dwelling does not affect the burning
during the very first stage (200 s), however, it significantly decreases the burning rate of the wood
cribs afterwards, and is particularly noticeable for the crib further from the door. In the Baseline
experiment, the mass loss rate of the two cribs was almost identical, while in Dwelling 1, the mass loss
rate of the crib by the window was almost half that of the crib by the door. Therefore, it suggests that
the air flow/entrainment of Dwelling 1 was decreased due to the existence of the adjacent dwelling
which limited the burning rate of the wood crib. Within the initial fuel control stage for a compartment
fire, the airflow velocity through, and to, the wood crib was still found to be significant to the burning
rate of wood crib, which is similar to McAllister and Finney’s findings [34]. The decreased burning
rate caused by limited air flow is considered the cause in the time delay to flashover in the double
dwelling experiment.
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For this flashover delay, human error in ignition and the moisture content of wood crib were also both
considered. Eleven experiments were conducted in this test series within a two week period; the double
dwelling experiment was the eighth to be conducted. In all the experiments barring the double dwelling
experiment presented herein, the growth rate of the fire to flashover was similar to that of the Baseline
experiment. This indicates that human error in igniting the eight ignition packs is low. The same batch
of wood was used for all the timber cribs in all 11 experiments, and thus the moisture content in the
wood would be almost identical.
The different burning rates of the two wood cribs in Dwelling 1 confirms that there might be some
physical reason for the delayed flashover, resulting from a reduced air flow caused by the adjacent
building. Ideally repeated experiments under identical conditions would be required to confirm this
experimentally, however, these can be costly. Numerical simulations will be conducted in our future
work to investigate this issue in depth.
4.2 Heat release rate for flashover
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Regarding the ignition of Dwelling 2, from the experimental measurements, it was found that the rate
of heat release necessary to produce a hot layer in Baseline and Dwelling 1 are 1.4 and 2.2 MW,
respectively. Due to the very thin metal wall condition, the heat transfer coefficient at the compartment
boundary in this experiment is considerably different from thermally thick-walled dwellings. The HRR
needed for a normal compartment to reach flashover can be estimated by [33]:
Q FO =610(hk AT AW H 1/2 )1/2

(10)

where Q is the critical HRR needed to reach flashover, hk is the effective heat transfer coefficient,
FO

AT is the total area of the compartment walls, AW is the area of the total opening, H is the weighted
height of the openings. Thus, with the assumption of an identical ventilation condition to this work,
for a normal dwelling with an alumina-silica wall, the critical HRR would be approximately 0.5 MW,
much smaller than the informal dwelling. The definition in Eq. (10) demonstrates that the wall
condition in this work cannot be used which would give 103 times higher result than observed in the
experiment.
Thus, to calculate the critical HRR for thin metal dwelling, a new equation, similar in format to Eq.
(10) and generated based on the authors’ research [38, 39], is proposed:
Q FO = 1422[ε AT AW H 1/2 ]0.173

(11)

In this work [38], it was proved that in thermally thin bounded compartments the boundaries (walls)
get heated up relatively quickly and act as a radiator to the cold items within the compartment preflashover. The importance of the walls’ emissivity on the HRR needed for flashover was highlighted.
Using Eq. (11) for Dwelling 1, the HRR required for flashover was calcualted to be 2.5 MW, above
that observed in both the Baseline and Dwelling 1 experiments.
4.3 Ignition of Dwelling 2
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What is more, it is established that the ignition of Dwelling 2 is effectively the ignition of lining
material which is more flammable than the structural and fuelwood in the informal dwelling [4]. As
mentioned before, the ignition of the lining material is produced from transient incident heat flux,
where the heat balance of the lining material can be written as:
′′ =qnet
′′ + qsurf
′′ =qnet
′′ + qconv
′′ + qrad
′′
qinc

(12)

′′ is the net heat flux absorbed by the solid and qsurf
′′ groups convective and radiative surface
where qnet
losses. With an assumption of the identical heat loss by convection and radiation on the material
surface at the door and window, the heat cardboard absorbs from 0 s to ignition time 614 s at Door of
Dwelling 2 is 2495 kJ/m2 through the integral of the incident heat flux. Meanwhile, for the window
cardboard, the value is 2537 kJ/m2 from 0 to 713 s, which is almost identical despite different ignition
times. The cardboard was ignited at 17 kW/m2 in the experiments, meanwhile, in the cone experiments,
a constant incident radiative heat flux of 15 kW/m2 produces ignition energy of 2295 kJ/m2 after
heating for 153 s (ignition time of cardboard in cone tests [4]); 8% smaller than that found in the fullscale experiments. The different ambient side conditions of cardboard in the compartment fire and the
cone test may account for the difference. Also, the ignition of Dwelling 2 occurred at the time of
maximum flame length of Dwelling 1, which confirms the strong relationship between informal
settlement fire spread and solid piloted ignition under transient heat flux.
4.4 Fire growth and fully developed fires
From the above findings, a simple model to predict fire spread time could be developed.
At the pre-flashover stage, the fire growth can be assumed to be a t-squared fire, fitting:
Q Baseline =0.01059t 2
Q
=0.00450t 2
Dwelling 1
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(13)

where the fire growth coefficients indicate the fire growth in the single and double experiment are
between the Slow (0.00293 kW/s2) and Medium (0.01172 kW/s2) fire developments [28]. Although
the HRRs produced are for the free burning of wood cribs, these values in reality will be significantly
affected by the boundary conditions, such as the wall insulation conditions, ventilation conditions, and
existence of adjacent dwellings. Thus, whilst these equations can characterize the initial growth rate
of a fire within a thermally thin walled informal settlement dwelling, they should be used with caution.
For building-to-building fire spread, the incident heat fluxes to an adjacent building include: 1) flux
from compartment gases and internal flaming through openings 𝑞𝑞̇ D; 2) fluxes from a heated exterior

front wall 𝑞𝑞̇ W; and 3) fluxes form ejected flames 𝑞𝑞̇ F [9]. Thus, ideally, from the Himoto and Tanaka’s

model, the radiation heat flux can be approximated as [9]:
q =

q D AD + qW ( AW − AF ) + q F AF
AD + AW

(14)

where AD is the area of opening in the wall, AW is the area of the wall and AF is the area of the ejected
flame. However, the evaluation of the configuration factor in this compartment fire is very complicated
and it needs all the temperatures of walls, flames, and openings, which are not explicitly obtained.
Thus a simplification has been used based on empirical studies which found that the contribution from
the flame 𝑞𝑞̇ F and wall 𝑞𝑞̇ W to the total emitted radiation was determined to be in the order of 18–20%
[14, 40]. Therefore, the Eq. (14) can be simplified to:
q =

q D AD
AD
=
σTD 4
0.8( AD + AW ) 0.8( AD + AW )

(15)

Then, the incident heat flux can be evaluated if the temperature at the opening is known. For a preflashover fire, due to no ejected flames and relatively low temperature of the wall (below 50 °C in this
experiment), only 𝑞𝑞̇ D is considered (remove the 0.8 in Eq. (15)); while for the post-flashover stage, all
three items need to be included (simply use Eq. (15)).
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What is more, as the lining material in this work can be assumed to be thermally thin materials, the
ignition time of lining materials at Dwelling 2 is thus proportional to the energy it absorbs if the heat
loss at the ambient side of lining materials is assumed zero (actual value is small). Then the total fire
spread time can be estimated from incident heat flux by:
=
tspread t flashover + tdelay

(16)

where tflashover, the time needed for flashover occurrence of Dwelling 1, can be obtained from Eq. (11)
and (13). The primary issue is the tdelay. From Eq. (15), the incident heat flux before and after flashover
are respectively 0.5 kW/m2 and 22.4 kW/m2 as the average temperatures were 174 and 814 °C at the
top location of Dwelling 1 door. If we use the cone calorimeter data which shows 2295 kJ/m2 is needed
for cardboard ignition (illustrated in Section 4.3), then before flames came out of Dwelling 1, the
energy accumulated during the first 514s was 257 kJ/m2. An additional 91 s of energy accumulation
under 22.4 kW/m2 was then required to achieve ignition. The tdelay of 91 s is based on the total energy
required to ignite the cardboard and is close to, and conservatively less than, the 100 s of delay found
in the experiment.
Therefore, if only cone calorimeter dataset is available and the opening temperature is measured or
estimated, the tdelay can be well estimated, and Eq. (16) can be completely solved.
This is considered important for risk assessment and fire spread prediction for informal settlement
dwellings. For more information, please refer to the original data of this experiment which is open
access in [41].
4.5 Discussion and future work
Two large outdoor mock settlement experiments were conducted in Worcester, South Africa by the
authors, consisting of 12 and 20 cardboard lined dwellings, with fire spread against and with the wind
respectively. The 12 dwelling experiment spread against the wind from two to seven dwellings in 16.5
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minutes, while the 20 dwelling experiment spread with the wind from four to twenty dwellings in 5
minutes [41, 42]. Seperation distances in these experiments varied from 0.5 – 2.0 m (1.0 – 2.0 m when
considering openings on the wall). The cardboard lining and wind play important roles in fire
development and spread. For instance, against the wind, the fire did not spread over a 1.0 m distance,
and perpendicular to the wind, did not spread over a 1.5 m gap, but did spread over a 1.0 m distance.
With the wind, fire spread easily over the 2.0 m gaps, with flames lengths well in excess of 3.0 m at
times. For comparison fire spread between the two dwellings presented here was 10 min 14 s.
The experimental condition in UL lab and South Africa outdoor are very different. UL fire lab had
very strictly controlled conditions including the atmosphere temperature, hood extraction gas velocity
and hall sealant. In the outdoor experiment, the wind direction and magnitude, construction condition,
moisture content of the fuels and ground flatness could not be controlled. In particular, the airflow to
the wood crib in the outdoor experiemnts should be sufficient for combustion due to the consistent
influnce of wind increase the air flow and exchange within the dwellings. This is considered the
primary reason for the longer time taken for fire to spread in the UL experiment.
Another aspect that will affect the spread of fire between dwellings in reality, compared to this
experiment, is the presence of glass, and its potential fallout during a fire [36], and also doors. These
obstructions may slow fire spread, and experiments to investigate this have been undertaken.
5. Conclusions
This work has sought to provide fundamental understanding of the fire dynamics and potential fire
spread mechanisms between two informal settlement dwellings. This was investigated through a fullscale experiment in a highly controlled environment. The results are compared to a baseline experiment
which has the identical condition to the dwelling first ignited. The primary conclusions are as follows:
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(1) Reducing air entrainment by adding an adjacent dwelling in front of the opening of the ignition
dwelling delays the time to flashover time by 159 seconds in this experiment (44% increase in
time).
(2) The adjacent dwelling also increased the flame length by 0.29m (34% increase) compared to
single dwelling experiment. However, this is still below what would be predicted from common
literature based on well sealed compartments, and is due to the presence of leakage in informal
settlement dwellings.
(3) Among the various potential ways of fire spread for informal settlement (leakages at the
wall/roof connection, window/door ejected flame, radiation from the metal wall with high
temperature or firebrand), it was found that the ejected flame from the door was the primary
fire spread mechanism between the two informal dwellings, with the ignition of Dwelling 2
occurring at the same time as the maximum flame length from Dwelling 1.
(4) Preheating of the gases within Dwelling 2 through convection was minimal even at a low 1m
separation distance, however, the preheating through radiation of the walls facing the openings
of Dwelling 1, did appear to facilitate fire spread and growth within Dwelling 2.
(5) Combustible linings, such as cardboard, may produce a very large fire plume outside the
dwelling for a short time, with fluxes in excess of 20 kW/m2 recorded at a perpendicular
distance of 3.5m from the centreline of the nearest opening (i.e. north or south direction in this
work). This may play a significant role in supporting any potential fire spread.
(6) A heated wall on its own cannot ignite combustible materials close to the dwelling through
radiation, with fluxes below 5 kW/m2, however, as stated in conclusion 4 above, may facilitate
fire spread and growth, in adjacent and connected structures.
(7) The sudden collapse of the wall at post-flashover stage, however, changes the fire from
ventilation control to fuel control, resulting in large flames directly radiating to the outside of
dwelling and very large heat fluxes (more than 35 kW/m2 in the present work at 2.5 m away
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from the edge of the dwelling) which are large enough to potentially auto-ignite surrounding
materials.
(8) The current theory generated from thermally thick bounded well-sealed compartments for
temperature, HRR, flame shape and flashover occurrence condition, such as Law’s method and
the MQH method discussed in this work, do not work well for the very thin wall with high heat
conductivity and natural leakage in the informal settlement dwellings, underpredicting prefalshover conditions (HRR for flashover, gas temperature), underpredicting max HRR, and
overpredicting flame length and max gas temperature.
(9) Fire spread was confirmed as due to accumulated flux and a piloted ignition, and a method to
calculate the delay of the ignition of Dwelling 2 after flashover of Dwelling 1 was shown to be
conservative (by 9%) for this experiment.
Further research and analysis on how wind affects the fire spread and fire development within informal
settlement dwellings, and how separation distance influences the internal and external fire dyanmics,
is needed to ensure that a more complete understanding of fire science and risk in informal settlements
is developed so that appropriate interventions and urban planning can be implemented.
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